
What to know before you fill out the forms below

- We can take orders of roving under 10lbs, there will be a base charge of $190 for wool/ $220
for alpaca blends. Yarn orders MUST be at least 10lbs.
Remember, each batch (job) can be processed separately, Please be sure to label each order
clearly and securely!( I suggest a label on the inside and outside)

- Fiber should be well skirted before getting dropped off.
If skirting needs to be done then there will be a fee of $25/hr.

-Prices are subject to change without notice
-A 50% non-refundable deposit is expected upon receipt of fiber.
- KFF is not responsible for fiber lost or damaged as part of normal processing. We reserve the
right to reject any order for any reason at any time and return or discard fiber at our discretion.
We reserve the right to add up to 20% matching wool to facilitate processing if needed. The
balance due must be paid in full before shipping. Any finished products not paid within 30 days
become the property of KFF. Any paid finished products not picked up after 90 days become
property of KFF.



Fiber Processing Order Form

Fiber Breed: ___________________
Raw weight:___________________

Reg Roving - med wool $20.00/lb Fine wool- 24.00/lb (pricing based on
incoming weight \. Includes, fiber prep, wash and carding)
Pin Drafted Roving - $4.00/lb/pass(finished weight)
Weight:______
Spinning: from Pin drafted Roving $29.50/lb (fingering-Aran, Finished Weight )

__Cirle one:
Aran __ Worsted __ Sport __Fingering __Lace (extra)
# of ply’s____
Weight:_____
Cones/ skeins

Name: Date Received:

Address: Date completed:

Phone #: Deposit Info*:

Email:



Please print out these labels and adhere them to front of each Job

Customer Name: Customer Name:

Job #__ of ___ Job #___of___

Fleece Name Fleece Name

Breed Breed

Weight Weight

Roving/ Yarn Roving/ Yarn

Yarn weight Yarn weight

Ply’s Ply’s

Customer Name: Customer Name:

Job #___of___ Job #___of___

Fleece Name Fleece Name

Breed Breed

Weight Weight

Roving/ Yarn Roving/ Yarn

Yarn weight Yarn weight

Ply’s Ply’s


